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Meet BORIS

Let me introduce BORIS, the app that will revolutionise your business.

Start your digital transformation today – no more lost paperwork, no more  
unnecessary processes, and no more duplicated effort.  Take back control and put 
your business in the palm of your hand.  

BORIS is a mobile management solution that is easy to implement, simple to use 
and customised specifically to your organisation so that you can transform any 
paper and pen procedure into a digital process to help your business be more 
productive.

Accessible for users with all levels of technical expertise, you and your teams can 
instantly record, upload and access information without having to type it up later. 
BORIS provides information and insight that makes understanding business  
performance effortless.

“We have found it  
extremely helpful with  
all aspects of running  
our business and it has 
certainly made us far 
more efficient.  
This system lets us 
keep a better eye on 
the works being carried 
out even when we can’t 
get to site.”

GSI Contract Services Ltd
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Works both online and offline, 
any changes made via the app 
will upload to the main system 
as soon as you get signal

Compatible with Android with 
iPhone/iOS in development

Government Crown approved / 
G-Cloud approved

Suitable for any business size, 
from 5 user to 5000+

Access control; create user 
profiles and access permissions, 
including access for your clients

Centralised document storage, 
access critical information 
wherever you are

Extensive template library so 
you don’t always have to start 
from scratch

Our unique system features the BORIS app - available for use on both smartphones 
and tablets - supported by a comprehensive host portal:

Why choose BORIS

Real-time information and 
reporting, customised to your 
requirements and branded to 
your business

Instant data capture in a variety 
of formats (text, photos, media, 
signature capture, date stamp, 
GPS location, barcode/QR code/
NFC)

KPI dashboard for an instant 
snapshot of your business 
operations

Live pricing engine; instantly 
calculate job costings and gain 
financial control over your  
operations
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As BORIS is a completely customisable system and tailored to your specific needs 
the possibilities are endless!  However, here are some examples of how BORIS can 
be used to help your business:

People Management

BORIS provides both clock card and timesheet management as well as 
expenses and holiday facilities so that you can review the costs, performance 
and productivity of your business and your teams.

Asset Management

Turn any item into a digital asset and use BORIS to record the product specification 
as well as life-time service history, providing accurate information to be able to 
manage and locate your assets. 

  
Compliance Management

From health and safety to quality control, live data means your records are always 
up to date – and with supporting evidence.  Examples include toolbox talks, fire risk 
assessments, employee induction procedures and handover. 

Operations Management

BORIS will help you schedule your workload, coordinate your people and monitor 
your productivity.  Create jobs, schedule a time and allocate resources for instant 
deployment to your teams wherever they may be. Includes live drawing support.

GPS & Fleet Management 

BORIS features GPS tracking to help you support individuals involved in lone 
working, as well as vehicle maintenance recording to ensure your teams safety and 
manage the quality of your vehicles.

How BORIS can help you

People Management

Asset Management

Compliance Management

Operations Management

GPS & Fleet Management
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What you can expect

Working with Boris Software isn’t simply a transaction, we see it as a partnership 
between your business and ours to ensure that you have both the product and the 
support that you need:

        Tailor-made to your business with the flexibility to continue development as  
        your business changes
 
        Full training to introduce your new system and how to make the most of it

        Dedicated technical support – phone, online and via our ticketing system

        Video training guides and regular webinars to demonstrate new features and  
        best practice

        Ongoing account management support should you have any queries when  
        using your system
 
        Online hosting

“Since deciding to use Boris, they 
have been with us every step of the 
way tailoring the software to our 
own requirements.  
Our time spent in the office writing 
up reports and quoting projects has 
been dramatically reduced and  
because of this we have been able 
to take on more contracts.”

Nene Valley Fire and Acoustics
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Schedule your works and allocate your  
resources dependent on the materials, skills 
and experience needed, then deploy directly  
to your teams on-site. BORIS contains a  
live drawing solution to record works to 
a pin icon and drop onto the drawing for  
accurate location. Photo capture records 
before and after scenarios, accompanied by 
date stamping and GPS tagging for sign off.

Industry Examples

Health & SafetyFire Protection Diamond Drilling

Construction

Highways

Highways England ditched their paperwork at the roadside and 
adopted BORIS – paperless incident forms, watchman reports 
and recovery satisfaction surveys means that traffic officers 
can gather and send better quality information more quickly,  
enabling them to spend more time helping their customers.

“This app is so simple, even the least tech savvy people will 
be able to pick it up very easily” 

Neil York, Highways England
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From property asset management and 
defect management to scheduling works,  
BORIS offers bespoke forms and templates 
to ensure all problems are recorded and 
appropriate remedial works implemented  
where necessary, supported by photo 
and signature capture to evidence their  
completion. The information needed to 
keep your properties in the best condition. 

Facilities Management NHS

Utilities

Manufacture

Using NFC tags or pins as a manufacturer you can turn your  
products into a digital asset. Record their specification, 
manage their deployment, record their service history,  
and track their current location – all data is instantly  
available on the product itself and accessed using the 
BORIS app.

Housing
Association

Asset
Management



If you like what you’ve seen here contact 
our team and book a demo, it’s the best 
way to really understand how BORIS can 
work for you.  

We look forward to speaking with you soon.

Boris Software

What 's next?

Your business
in the palm of your hand

(UK) 03300 414 880

(International) 0044113 245459       
info@boris-software.com

www.boris-software.com

Boris Software Ltd

38 Whitehouse Street, Leeds, LS10 1AD

The Offices 4, 8th Floor, One Central Dubai World Trade Centre,
Trade Centre Street, Dubai 


